SWERV³ MAGNETOSTRICTIVE ULTRASONIC SCALER

COMFORT FOR YOU AND YOUR PATIENTS

FACT
For optimal clinical outcomes, clinicians use both hand and ultrasonic scaling instrumentation in order to effectively remove calculus, plaque and debris.

CHALLENGE
Ultrasonic scalers need to effectively remove calculus during each procedure, plus be comfortable for both the practitioner and the patient.

SOLUTION
Hu-Friedy’s magnetostrictive ultrasonic scaler combines power and handling in a unique ergonomic design that ensures the comfort of dental patients and professionals. It integrates finely tuned electronics that improve control and scaling efficiency in all clinical indications.

I LOVE HU-FRIEDY’S SWERV³. This new technology creates a smooth ride for the patient and the clinician. Patients will notice a huge improvement in comfort and sound. Plus, Swivel™ Insert technology is now a luxury I could never go without. It makes adapting the insert so much easier and more efficient.

— Leah MacPherson, RDH, BS, MHP
Professor, Middlesex Community College

How the best perform

Hu-Friedy
POINTS OF PERFORMANCE

- Finely tuned electronics provide superior patient and clinician comfort
- Switching power settings is effortless with the color-coded dual power modes
- The smooth surface makes disinfection simple and effective
- The color-coded, lighted display is easy to identify and adjust with the touch of a button
- The auto-purge function helps remove air from waterlines, saving the clinician time between patients

SWERV³ PART-CODES

| SWERV³ Series, 30K | UM3-30 |
| SWERV³ Series, 25K | UM3-25 |

SWIVEL AND SWIVEL DIRECT FLOW

With a slight rolling motion of the fingertips, the handle and tip of a SWIVEL insert rotates 360°, allowing for smooth and efficient power scaling. Swivel’s lightly textured, wide diameter silicone grip also provides a secure, comfortable grasp.

STREAMLINE DIRECT FLOW

For clinicians who prefer a more traditional handle, the lightly textured wide diameter resin handle is designed to reduce finger pinching and enhance clinician comfort.

Find out more about Hu-Friedy’s quality line of inserts at Hu-Friedy.com

Call 1-800-Hu-Friedy or contact your authorized Hu-Friedy representative for more information.